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Our Clinic Will Have a New Name!

When HWHL̓ s new maternity/surgical addition opens in 2023, we will be o�ering much more

than primary health care so the facility will be renamed Waterfield Medical Center to reflect

the additional services o�ered. The final construction is wrapping up with the painting of the

addition and weʼll be furnishing the building soon with medical equipment.

In December volunteers traveled from Tennessee and Pennsylvania to join the construction

team and HWHL sta� to assist with the finish work on the maternity/surgical addition.

2022 Medical Outreach

A medical outreach was held from November 8th to the 15th with doctors from the US,

Nigeria, and Ghana participating through Hands of Hope and CMDA Nigeria.
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Neighborhood Children Served at Annual New Yearʼs Event

On January 2nd 1,050 children gathered outside Dr. Chris Henaʼs home to be fed and

receive gi�s of shoes, clothing and books. What an overwhelming blessing for the children

being welcomed as well as those serving.

Mobility Carts Assembled

HWHL̓ s Community Health Workers visit 90 villages in Margibi County where a number of

residents are challenged by a lack of mobility. Mobility Worldwide has designed hand-

cranked mobility carts that allow physically challenged people to go where ordinary

wheelchairs wonʼt go. They have begun to supply cart kits to HWHL for assembly and

distribution. The first of these carts were assembled at Waterfield and tested by Waterfield

sta� members earlier this month. Visit the Mobility Worldwide website to discover more

about their life-changing tool for our brothers and sisters with mobility issues!

Our plan is to continue to send out these newsletters on a quarterly basis so we donʼt

overwhelm your inboxes with emails! For updates between newsletters, please visit our

web site and Facebook page.

We treasure your partnership in this mission. Your donations to this ministry are greatly

appreciated. Weʼd love to hear from you anytime with your comments or questions.

Dick McCreight

Secretary, HWHL
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1850 Patients Seen!

127 General/OBGYN Services

493 Eye Exams and 176 pairs of glasses

distributed

62 Eye Surgeries

193 Dental Patients with 644 procedures

976 Pharmacy Services

544 Laboratory Services
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